
AKVIS SKETCH VIDEO 3.0: MAJOR UPDATE AVAILABLE! NEW ARTISTIC STYLE  

 

September 26, 2017 — AKVIS announces a major update of AKVIS Sketch Video (ex 
AKVIS Sketch Video Classic). Version 3.0 offers the brand new Artistic drawing style and 
an exclusive library of new built-in presets for popular video formats. Also, the new Home 
license type for non-commercial use has been added. 

  

AKVIS Sketch Video is an After Effects and Premiere Pro plugin for converting videos 
into animated cartoons, both black and white and color.  

The software makes professional-level editing accessible to everyone. The plugin is an 
excellent choice for video editing pros and enthusiasts, visual effects artists and anyone 
looking for a fast and engaging way to turn live-action films into animated cartoons or 
even comic-style movies. Sketch Video lets users easily adjust the effect by selecting a 
preset or/and by dragging the sliders for fine-tuning.  

The brand new Artistic style (only available for Pro licenses) provides more hand-drawn-
looking results combining expressive strokes, vibrant shades and eye catching details.  

Version 3.0 comes with a carefully designed collection of new ready-to-use presets for 4K, 
HD, and SD video formats.  

Also, some bugs have been fixed.  

Download AKVIS Sketch Video 3.0 and start your 30-days free trial!  

The software runs on Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; Mac OS X 10.7-10.11 and macOS 
10.12-10.13 (High Sierra).  

AKVIS Sketch Video Home sells for $ 69, Pro for $99. One license key allows activating 
the software on two computers.  

The upgrade is free for all registered users of AKVIS Sketch Video (ex AKVIS Sketch Video 
Classic).  

  

AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in development of image and video processing software. 
Since the company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products: 
AliveColors image editor, standalone applications and Photoshop plugins for Windows and 
Mac.  

  

  
About the Program: akvis.com/en/sketch-video/index.php  
What's New: akvis.com/en/sketch-video/whats-new.php  
Screenshot: akvis.com/en/sketch-video/screenshots.php  
Download: akvis.com/en/sketch-video/download.php  
Tutorial: akvis.com/en/sketch-video-tutorial/index.php  
Graphics: akvis.com/en/company/graphics.php  
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